Every Vector Art™ image is composed of perfect, closed vector paths. None of the paths cross or intersect, and all paths are on the same, single layer. Vector Art™ will cut and weed perfectly in vinyl, can be easily color filled for large format printing and will provide spectacular results for routing and engraving. Perfect results first time...every time. It's guaranteed!
The MEGA COLLECTION of 6500+ images in the following categories:

ANTIQUE PANELS and ORNAMENTS (378 images)

BORDERS (671 images)

CARTOONS (597 images)

FIRE ENGINE, POLICE AND EMERGENCY (260 images)

HAND LETTERED ALPHABETS (806 images)

provided in three file formats on CD ROM: (.ai) (.eps) (.dxf)
Images organized in a 276 pg. 8.5 x 11 spiral bound catalog

GREAT AMERICAN PINSTRIPING (564 images)

ILLUSTRATIONS (1701 images)

ORNAMENTS (364 images)

DESIGN ELEMENTS AND ACCENTS (468 images)

VEHICLE GRAPHICS (730 images)

Vector Art is 100% compatible with desktop, CAD and signmaking software